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Abstract 
In the identity formation nations, the type of Balkan countries, minorities, minority rights and protection are always overlooked
due to the “bigger” issues that these countries face. However, a measurement tool is needed to analyze the complex integration of 
minorities in all spheres of the society, including higher education. With this paper, we seek to find an answer to the overarching 
question: what is the best way to analyze the educational integration of minorities. What theories, approaches and methods can 
help these countries struggling to offer a better educational access to facilities, institutions and programs? There are vast amount
of approaches to analyze and measure the rights to education, however, Katarina Tomasevski’s 4- A Scheme stands out as most 
appropriate defender of education as a human right. In this context, the paper aims to examine to what extent the 4-A Scheme is
applied in the case of Albanian minority in Macedonian higher education. The results present factual information on the 
educational status of the Albanian minority in Macedonia. When the 4-A Scheme is applied in the context of higher education it 
provides an excellent framework for judging which country is more advanced in terms of right to education as a human right. 
Keywords: 4-A scheme; higher education 
1. Background  information about the country  
Republic of Macedonia, Eastern European country situated in the Balkan peninsula, with a population of  2 
million people with a diverse demographic population such as  “Macedonian 1.297.981, Albanian 509.083, Turk 
77.959, Roma 53879” (1) as well as Serb, Bosnian, Vlachs  minorities who are totally different in the languages they 
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speak. An ex-communist Macedonia struggled with inner and outer issues connected with the country’s identity. 
Outer issues such as the name of the country are still controversial, for example: Greece is one of the countries not 
accepting Macedonia under its official name whereas Bulgaria does not accept the official language of the country. 
At the beginning of early 90’s the inner struggle of the country has been with its own minorities living in the 
country, especially Albanian as the biggest minority group in the country.  “The largely Islamic ethnic Albanian 
population in Macedonia, which represents approximately 23% of the total population of the country, has 
historically been denied the opportunity to pursue higher education in its native language and has received 
insufficient preparation in primary and secondary schools to succeed in Macedonian language universities” (p.115-
131). 
2. 4-A Scheme  
The 4-A Scheme is part of the series of Right to Education Primers, which in essence deals with defining basic 
principles of the right to education, as a human right as well as enhancement of the same through the process of 
education. The human right obligation: making education available, accessible, acceptable and adaptable 
publication, through a short summary emphasizes the governmental obligations to human rights, putting education 
in the main focus.  The 4 A’s can be summarized as below: 
Availability – that education is free and government-funded and that there is adequate infrastructure and trained 
teachers able to support education delivery. 
Accessibility – that the system is non- discriminatory and accessible to all, and that positive steps are taken to 
include the most marginalized. 
Acceptability – that the content of education is relevant, non-discriminatory and culturally appropriate, and of 
quality; that the school itself is safe and teachers are professional. 
Adaptability – that education can evolve with the changing needs of society and contribute to challenging 
inequalities, such as gender discrimination, and that it can be adapted locally to suit specific contexts. (retrieved 
from: https://educationaroundtheworld.wordpress.com/) 
Figure 1. Tomasevski. The 4-A scheme. Education Rights Circle Diagram. http://r2e.gn.apc.org/node/231 
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3. The issue of access to education  
The historical issue of the minorities and especially Albanian one goes back to access to education and their will 
to establish private higher multilingual institutions where the minorities could educate themselves in their mother 
language. Farrington states that in 1994 in Tetovo, in the unofficial capital of the Albanian community in 
Macedonia, an initiative was launched. “This was in conjunction with staff of the underground, and technically 
illegal, Albanian University of Prishtina to create a new institution, the self-styled ‘Tetovo University’ (hereafter 
UT), a ‘citizen’s initiative’ with the ambition of becoming Macedonia’s third state university,” which would teach in 
the Albanian language, which was then forbidden by the law.” (p.6) 
After that, Albanian dissatisfaction during the 90’ gradually grew bigger and bigger as they were facing the 
legislative obstacles of establishing private institution for their education in their mother language as well as the 
nonchalant attitude of the government for financing a third state University for its minorities to be educated. As they 
opened the institution they faced the Law on Higher Education that forbade opening of private institution in other 
language than Macedonian. Even though Albanians are tax paying citizens, the Law for Higher Education not only 
limits but it forbids establishing high level educational institution (Colleges and Universities) in other languages 
besides Macedonian. Since the law forbade opening a private institution the police went to stop and close the 
operation of the University. High international officials were invited to witness the opening of the university. “On 
the morning of their departure, the Macedonian government attacks the university, killing a student, wounding 
hundreds, and jailing professors” (p. 5)͒ “Persistent police abuse in Macedonia is simply shocking. Macedonia must 
urgently address the violence in its police stations. Ethnic Albanians are being severely abused, and in some cases 
beaten to death, without the slightest prospect of accountability” (p.1) 
Fortunately, this incident was spotted by governmental and nongovernmental international organizations inside 
and outside the country standing against Macedonian oppression over Albanians looking for the right to educate 
themselves in their mother language. Albanians in the diaspora reacted to this oppression by organizing massive 
protests in major European cities. “ This was the only university that became a big issue in the international arena 
and affirmed Albanians’ demands for national democracy and equity in this region. (p. 1) (translated by the author). 
As a result, an assistance to the Macedonian government was offered to mediate in this issue.  ‘A team of 
consultants working with Creative Associates International, Inc., travelled to Macedonia (and Holland) to review 
issues in higher education, particularly as they relate to ethnic tensions and minorities’ (p. 2) 
However, the situation gradually escalated in the years to come. Despite the foreign political pressure, the 
Macedonian government refused to recognize the first university teaching in the mother tongue of the minority. This 
ignored the demands of the minorities in the country and added a new item to the list of dissatisfactions of the 
Albanian minority over the abuse of the Macedonian government. When University of Tetovo began started to take 
shape, a multilateral international delegation including Council of Europe, OSCE, UNESCO and other UN agencies 
warned the Macedonian government of the danger posed by the increasing radicalization of the issue of higher 
education. Having failed to achieve the closure of UT by force, the government and its successors to 2003 took the 
position that it would allow the activity to continue but would not recognize the ‘University’, its teachers, its 
students or its diplomas (thus leaving several hundred young people with technically worthless qualifications by the 
time the issue was resolved in 2004/5). (p. 6) Over the period 1994-2002 UT claimed to have registered more than 
10.000 students, either full-time or part-time. 
However, it was reported that Macedonia's ethnic communities--Albanians, Turks, Roma, and Bulgarians, among 
others-- are especially susceptible to abuse. But intimidations and violations cut across ethnic lines: all citizens of 
Macedonia have suffered violence at the hands of the police, as well as procedural violations, almost always with no 
recourse through the courts. The common denominator of victims, rather than ethnicity, is usually the person's 
oppositional political activity or low social-economic status). The most serious case of police violence took place on 
July 9, 1997, when Special Forces of the Macedonian police, some of them trained in the United States, confronted 
violent ethnic Albanian demonstrators in the western town of Gostivar. Direct clashes were inescapable, the same 
left three protesters dead and at least two hundred people injured, including nine policemen. Once the police had 
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established control, they beat demonstrators who were offering no resistance, including some people whom the 
police had tied to traffic signs. This included the police entering private homes without a warrant and detained and 
beat individuals who had stayed at home and had not taken part in the demonstration. “On July 10, Prime Minister 
Branko Crvenkovski visited the policemen stationed in Gostivar, praised their work on national television, and gave 
them the sign of "thumbs up." The message to Macedonian citizens was clear: this government will use force”.(p.1) 
Few years after, these incidents of the state legal and educational oppression and abuses over the Macedonian 
minorities led Macedonia into war. The war ended six months after by signing the Ohrid peace framework 
agreement favouring the only the Albanian minority and their rights for education in their own language. “Reforms 
required by the peace agreement began in earnest only in late 2001 with Parliament's approval of constitutional 
amendments recognizing Albanian as an official language and guaranteeing proportional access for ethnic minorities 
to public sector jobs, including in the police.” Further on, the Parliament adopted a further set of reforms giving 
ethnic Albanians and other minorities the right to use their own languages in state institutions.”(346) This agreement 
was signed in January 2001 by for leaders of the major political parties in the parliament including the president of 
the Republic of Macedonia. After this agreement another private University dedicated to Albanian education was 
opened teaching in three languages, Albanian, Macedonian and English.  
This was not only the case with the Albanian minority in Macedonia, even though they were the prime movers of 
these changes as the biggest minority in the country. Albanians, Turks, Roma and other minorities in Macedonia still 
experience the discrimination in the access, output and outcomes of the education. In the case of Roma minority 
access to education, most of the population live a socially and economically marginalized lives in extreme poverty 
far below the normal living standard. Even though highly aware of their Roma case, the government does nothing to 
integrate Roma minority in the economic and social life. “As an ethnic group in Macedonia the Romani people have 
occupied a marginalized place similar to that in which they find themselves elsewhere in Europe.” (476)  
However, this is not the only way of limiting minorities’ access to education. The Ohrid peace framework 
agreement signed by the government after the war in 2001 limits the access to education in mother tongue to other 
minorities other than Albanians. “The Ohrid Agreement gives the Albanian language wide official status. Any 
language spoken by 20% of the population automatically becomes an official language.” (p. 20) In addition, the A]a 
agreement calls for educational instruction in students’ mother tongue, and positive discrimination for all minorities 
applying for enrolment at state universities. “Minorities that constitute less than 20% of the population, however, 
receive fewer protections.” (p. 20) 
4. Conclusions 
Within the OF Agreement, Macedonia has also agreed on providing higher educational institution teaching in 
mother language for those minorities that constitute 23 percent of the population in the country. The Albanian 
minority is already taking advantage of this law, the third state university that teaches in Albanian language is 
funded directly by the budget of the Ministry of Education and Science. Knowing this fact, Macedonian 
government, surprisingly, has not done enough to enable better access and outcomes in the education of the 
minorities. Instead, it has legally reinforced the limit of access to education in mother tongue by signing a law that 
foresees access to education only to minorities over 20% (which means only to Albanians the only minority over 
20%).  In this way ensuring marginalization and exclusion of the other minorities and practically make access to 
education in mother language impossible to other minorities such as Turks 4%, Roma 2.2%. Ironically, will the 
Macedonian government possibly find another war stimulating enough to sign another agreement to other minority 
protection rights. Let us hope and believe that not. 
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